
LEARN GERMAN FOR FREE WITH DW



Mobile and free — 
The fun way to learn German!
 
DW's free German courses are available on your smartphone, wherever you 
are. You can learn German at your own pace with exciting content like a  
telenovela, news or podcasts. You can also download videos, audios, texts  
and worksheets.  

If you don‘t feel like learning on your own, join the active community of learners 
from all over the world on our social media channels. It’s a great way to meet 
people who share your enthusiasm for the German language.

dw.com/learngerman

Materials for teachers
 
Are you looking for ideas for your lessons plan? Discover all of our formats  
and find the right material for your course — including worksheets and  
didactic handouts.

Also: You can create entire lessons using our ready-to-use teaching series.  
We not only provide you with content but also show you how to make the best 
use of it and how to keep students motivated in the classroom.  

dw.com/deutschunterrichten 

You can learn German  
with DW no matter  
where you go  —  
just download the app:

Do you want to start learning German right away?   
It's easy with DW — we have something for all learning levels. 

 –  German for beginners (Basic)

Get started and convey simple information  
Here, you learn simple phrases and sentences. Then, you can 
describe things like where you live and your hobbies. You can hold 
simple conversations in situations like shopping.

 

 –  German for advanced learners (Independent)

Prepare for daily life and persuade others in conversation 
You can discuss events and your experiences while expressing your 
opinions clearly. You can communicate spontaneously and fluently.  
You can follow complex texts and discussions with native speakers 
without difficulty.  

 – 	 German	for	professionals	(Proficient)

Communicate frequently and easily master  
conversational situations  
You are able to use the German language confidently, flexibly and 
fluently in your spare time, at work or for your studies. You can 
express yourself spontaneously and fluently  — and can handle any 
conversational situation. 

If you don't know which level you should start at, you can find out 
how good your German already is by taking the placement test. 
Answer questions on grammar, vocabulary, reading and listening 
comprehension to find the level of the European Framework of  
Reference for Languages you are at. The test will then tell you what 
DW German language courses match your language level.   
dw.com/placementtest

http://dw.com/learngerman
https://dw.com/deutschunterrichten
https://play.google.com/store/search?q=dw+learn+german&c=apps&gl=DE
https://apps.apple.com/de/app/dw-learn-german/id1224076534
http://dw.com/placementtest


Nicos Weg
Learn German the easy way

Language versions  
Arabic, Chinese, English, French, German, Greek, Persian, 
Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Spanish, Turkish, 
Ukrainian

Materials 
Interactive exercises, manuscripts with vocabulary aids, 
vocabulary and grammar overviews, regional studies  
information, worksheets and teaching tips for teachers

Awards  
Comenius-EduMedia-Award 2018 
International E-Learning Awards 2018

Discover life in Germany with the young Spaniard Nico!  
You'll make quick progress with all the videos, audio content 
and exercises on grammar and vocabulary.  
Nicos Weg leads everyone to the desired outcome, with  
content for smartphones, tablets and PCs. You can even set 
up a personal profile to keep track of your success. 

 
Nicos Weg was developed in cooperation with the German 
Federal Office for Employment.

dw.com/nico/english

http://dw.com/nico/english
http://dw.com/nico/english


dw.com/harry

Language versions    
English

Materials 
Interactive exercises, manuscripts, country information, 
grammar overviews, worksheets and teaching tips  
for teachers

Harry is cycling with his girlfriend Julia through the Black 
Forest during a heat wave in April. But one morning, Julia 
is gone and Harry can’t believe it! This day keeps repeating 
over and over again. Help Harry to escape from the time 
loop — and learn German along the way!   
In 100 exciting and richly animated video episodes you will 
not only embark on an absolutely crazy journey, but also — 
along with Harry — learn about the country, people and  
the language. 

Harry — gefangen in der Zeit
A multimedia German course for beginners

Deutschtrainer
Bilingual learning — practice learning words 
by topic for beginners

Language versions  
Arabic, Chinese, English, French, German, Greek,  
Persian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian,  
Spanish, Turkish, Ukrainian

Materials  
Interactive exercises, vocabulary lists  

Look, listen, learn: The Deutschtrainer provides you  
with words and expressions for 100 everyday topics —  
with easy-to-understand bilingual audio slideshows.  
Which words and phrases do you need when you talk about 
your family? What words are needed to describe your daily 
schedule? Choose the topic that interests you the most and 
practice vocabulary according to topic, at your own speed.

DEUTSCHTRAINERTRAINER
gefangen in der Zeit

dw.com/deutschtrainer/english

http://dw.com/harry
http://dw.com/deutschtrainer/english
http://dw.com/deutschtrainer/english
http://dw.com/harry


The extra portion of German

Language versions  
German

Materials 
Interactive exercises, manuscripts

Do you want to learn the subtleties of the German language? 
Then we have some interesting new content for you.

With Wort der Woche you will get to know a quirky German 
term every week. Here, you will learn that you can't eat an  
"Extrawurst" or "Kabelsalat" and why "Fruchtfleisch" can also  
be on a vegetarian menu.

dw.com/wortderwoche |   

What does it mean when you get "Korb"? What does "Liebe  
geht durch den Magen" mean? Das sagt man so! explains 
German proverbs and idioms as well as the contexts in which 
they can be used.

dw.com/dassagtmanso |   

Alltagsdeutsch offers you reports from life in Germany on the 
topics of work, leisure, society and traditions. Here, you'll hear 
colloquial language and learn German as it is really spoken. 

dw.com/alltagsdeutsch |    

EVERY DAYFOR 
GERMAN 

http://www.dw.com/wortderwoche
http://dw.com/dassagtmanso
http://dw.com/alltagsdeutsch
http://www.dw.com/wortderwoche
http://dw.com/alltagsdeutsch
http://dw.com/dassagtmanso


With DW’s background reports and news that cater to your 
language needs, you learn German in a practical context while 
keeping up to date with what's going on in Germany and the 
rest of the world. 

Twice a week, Top-Thema offers you easy-to-understand reports 
on topics like politics, culture, science, business and sports. 
Use the accompanying audio content to improve your listening 
comprehension. 

dw.com/topthema |   

The Video-Thema offers short reports on topics ranging  
from social issues to culture and politics. You can listen to the  
spoken language to hear variations like accent and dialect, 
while moving images make understanding the content easier. 
Subtitles, a manuscript and vocabulary explanations provide 
additional help.

dw.com/videothema |   

The Langsam Gesprochene Nachrichten presents daily news 
from all over the world — from Monday to Saturday. You can 
practice listening comprehension by using the slowly and  
intelligibly spoken audio content. The full text is provided for 
you to read along as you listen. 

dw.com/langsamenachrichten |   

Language versions  
German

Materials 
Interactive exercises, manuscripts, vocabulary lists,  
news glossary

German with the news

EVERYDAY
FROM THE WORLD

LEARN

http://dw.com/topthema
http://dw.com/videothema
http://dw.com/langsamenachrichten
http://dw.com/videothema
http://dw.com/topthema
http://dw.com/langsamenachrichten


On our TikTok channel, we serve 
up everyday knowledge and quirky 
aspects of the German language in 
short video clips.   
@dw_deutschlernen

On Facebook, you can expect a  
daily package of tasks, explanations, 
the latest news and a dedicated 
community! 
dw.learngerman

On Twitter you get our  
Vokabel des Tages, the Langsam  
Gesprochenen Nachrichten, the 
Wort der Woche and other content 
directly in your feed!  
dw_learngerman

Looking for idioms, riddles and  
funny sayings? On Instagram,  
we give you entertaining stories  
and short learning units!   
@dw_deutschlernen

On our YouTube channel, you  
can find our entire video library:  
journalistic content, the films for  
Nicos Weg or even music videos.  
But it also includes exercises and 
teaching material.  
Learn German with DW

Social Media
Are you comfortable using social media?  
Great, so are we!

TUNED
STAY 

ALWAYS 

https://www.tiktok.com/@dw_deutschlernen
http://facebook.com/dw.learngerman
http://twitter.com/dw_learngerman
http://www.instagram.com/dw_deutschlernen
http://www.youtube.com/dwlearngerman


Deine Band
Learn German with ok.danke.tschüss

Language versions  
German

Materials 
Interactive exercises, manuscripts with vocabulary aids, 
vocabulary and grammar overviews, worksheets and 
teaching tips for teachers

Synth pop loaded with charm and wordplay — that's what 
you get from Mannheim band ok.danke.tschüss. On the 
album "Krasses Zeug" you get 10 songs about important  
issues like consumerism, sustainability, social media and 
love. Of course, there's also a cool music video to go with 
each song. This is Deine Band for learning German!

The project is a cooperation between  
DW and the Goethe-Institut, funded by  
the German Foreign Office.

Das Deutschlandlabor 
On a discovery tour across Germany

Language versions  
German

Materials  
Interactive exercises, manuscripts with vocabulary aids, 
vocabulary overviews, worksheets and teaching tips  
for teachers

Do all people in Germany have an expensive car and is  
everything really so organized? Nina and David from the 
Deutschlandlabor investigate these clichés and look for 
answers. To do so, the duo travels across the country,  
meets people on the street and interviews experts for  
surprising insights. 

The project is a cooperation between DW and the  
Goethe-Institut, funded by the German Foreign Office. 

dw.com/deutschlandlabordw.com/deineband

http://dw.com/deutschlandlabor
http://www.dw.com/deineband
http://dw.com/deutschlandlabor
http://www.dw.com/deineband


dw.com/ticketdw.com/jojo

Jojo sucht das Glück
The telenovela for German learners

Join Jojo, a young Brazilian woman, as she navigates  
life's ups and downs in search of happiness and love.  
With Jojo sucht das Glück, you learn German from a 
different perspective. Three seasons, each with 33 exciting 
episodes, help make language learning fun and easy.  
Who would have thought that German could also be the 
language of love?

Language versions  
German

Materials 
Interactive exercises, manuscripts with vocabulary aids, 
vocabulary overviews, worksheets and teaching tips  
for teachers

Ticket nach Berlin 
On an adventurous trip across Germany  

Language versions  
German

Materials  
Interactive exercises, manuscripts with vocabulary aids, 
vocabulary overviews, worksheets and teaching tips  
for teachers

Two teams, one goal: That's Ticket nach Berlin!  
Join six young German learners as they embark on a  
turbulent journey across Germany. Which team will best  
meet the linguistic, sporting and cultural challenges? 

The project is a cooperation between DW and the  
Goethe-Institut, funded by the German Foreign Office. 

http://dw.com/ticket
http://dw.com/jojo
http://dw.com/jojo
http://dw.com/ticket


dw.com/bandtagebuch

Das Bandtagebuch mit  
EINSHOCH6
Learn German with music

Language versions  
German

Materials  
Interactive exercises, manuscripts with  
vocabulary aids, vocabulary overviews,  
worksheets and teaching tips for teachers

Discover Germany and German hip-hop: The Munich band 
EINSHOCH6 takes you on a journey across the country.  
Follow their videos in the studio, at a soccer match, at the 
Berlin Wall or at a Christmas market. The songs from the 
albums "Lass uns reden" and "Reise um die Welt" — along 
with cool music videos — transform the Bandtagebuch into 
a learning experience that has the potential to become a hit!

dw.com/profis

Language versions  
German

Materials 
Interactive exercises, manuscripts and info texts with  
vocabulary aids, vocabulary and grammar overviews

Awards  
Comenius-EduMedia-Award 2018 
International E-Learning Awards 2018

Profis gesucht
German on the job

Anyone who comes to Germany and wants to start job  
training needs working knowledge of German.  
Profis	gesucht introduces you to various professions  
and the necessary words and phrases. You also receive  
information about the German job market, job descriptions  
and hiring requirements. 

http://dw.com/bandtagebuch
http://dw.com/profis
http://dw.com/bandtagebuch
http://dw.com/profis


DW (Deutsche Welle)
Educational Programs 
53110 Bonn | Germany
bildung@dw.com

dw.com/learngerman

http://dw.com/learngerman
http://dw.com/learngerman

